Exposed Ship Museum Arrangement
(All credit and permission reserved)

1. Ancient Boats and Ships
   Shells, skeletons and semi-craft around the world
   Contents: models of the early craft, full development, shells or skeletons, etc.
   Relative ships, ship

2. The Find and its Excavation
   A momentous discovery leads to years of work
   Contents: diagram of pyramids/loci/pits, photos, scale drawings,
   log book, finds, what part where (sequence diagram), technique

3. Treatment and Restoration
   Stabilizing, repairing, reassembling the timbers
   Contents: models, pit, all methods, DNA etc.

4. Fine Reconstructions
   Deciphering a huge but delicate puzzle
   Contents: photos, models, dating techniques, include
   beam connection, cabin, shell location, etc., scale drawings, sketches

5. The Shipwright's Craft
   A Triumph of Technique and Artistry
   Contents: large construction drawings, ship's principal dimensions,
   materials in it, rope making, tree falling/cutting, length of rope
   needed to lead, photos of fine details + finished, largest +
   smallest pieces

6. Map of ship, platform/pit etc

8. Maps of ancient quarry, mine
9. Samples of quarry, mine
   stone cutting technique, hides, etc.
Additional ideas:

- A.V. poses (multilingual) or display panels on catwalks around the ships
- Sell line drawings/pamphlets as souvenirs
- Encapsulate text in French, German, and Italian for a pamphlet to give to those visitors